One is a sh1gk hegting model which was ivestigatcd for a low density gas (15 cm ) by Fuller and ,Gross based on a Zeldovich-Neumann-Daringmodel_Namely,the shock is sufficiently strong so that it heats the gas to a thermonuclear temperature.
Because of the low density assumption, this (1) In the system of eqs. (1) " (5) , a homogeneous equilibrium state is determined by the following equations.
(6)
where the subscript 0 indicates equilibrium values. From eqs.
(6) , (7) and (8) , we obtain the relations (9) and the former relation gives T. ti T eoti4 keV = Toand thelatter gives n / nti2,4xio-sand sothereaction_is weak.
In order to estimate the magnitude of each term in eqs.
(1) ti (5) where vFand c are the propagaion elocity of the wave and the sound speed ; cl= { ypl+ (y a-y) pa }/p 1and c0=yp0/p 0, c and n are the normalized pressure and specific volume ; C = p /p , C = pa/p0 and=,is the effective adiabaticconstant or th e a-particle, given by y = l+p /n E , subscripts 0 and 1 indicate the values in the frong of t ie wave and those behind it, respectively.
The Chapman-Jouguet condition is met when n1= nc and
If n1< nc, the reaction wave is an overcompressed detonation wave, andthepropagation velocity with respect to the fluid behind the wave is subsonic, i.e., (vF-vl)< .c1. nl'ncand( vF-vl) /c1 are plotted as a function of time in Fig. 6 , where we have used c, n and v obtained from the numerical results. Now, we are convinced that the thermonuclear reaction wave driven by the laser implosion is an accelerating overcompressed3detonation 1 wave rather than the undercompressed one shown by Chu and Bruckner. This implies that the shock heating contributes a great deal to the propagation mechanism as well as the electron thermal conduction Figure 7 shows the time variation of the energy of the plasma species due to the various mechanism of the energy production and transfer, such as the reaction, the a-particle heating, the pressure work, the electron thermal conduction and the a-particle diffusion.
As was expected from the previous discussion, the energy increase of the plasma due to the pressure work (PW) is as large as that due to the a-particle heating (a.) in the thin compressed region.
It is also found that the Aigh energy a- The solution of eq.
